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Over time, it is possible to find an increase of scales or so-called instruments or 
questionnaires in the health setting, representing a great contribution to areas 
of research, education, and practice, as well as to management and extension 
settings, given their important participation in different scenarios. 

It is estimated that development of new scales depends on the constant search 
for evidence that help professionals in decision making, hence, it is considered 
a current theme of discussion by researchers using Evidence-Based Practice1. 

Likewise, while scientific knowledge and new treatment and diagnosis 
techniques evolve, patient dissatisfaction increases regarding health care. Said 
feelings apparently point to the difficulty in creating a harmonious relationship 
between scientific progress and the prioritizing of the human being concerning 
care based on technology, given the broad discussion on technologies related 
to the health sector because the use of scales is considered in literature as 
a light-hard technology that encompasses knowledge in a more structured 
manner2.

In relation to nursing, its participation in developing these technologies stems 
from research and emerges in the distinct areas of care, showing growth 
of disciplinary knowledge and benefiting the quality of life and security of 
patients and of the different processes. In spite of this, it is burdened with the 
stigma that technologies condition professional reasoning, limit the patient-
nurse interaction, and – hence – conditions access to care. 
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However, it is valid to highlight that the work 
carried out for the construction and validation of a 
scale is vast and requires major commitment and 
knowledge by the researcher, which start from 
a literature search to make sure an equal scale 
exists or one with similar purposes and, thus, 
justify its development3. In case of finding a scale 
that fulfills the criteria desired, it is pertinent to 
perform a transcultural validation by following a 
methodological rigor to incorporate such into the 
discipline. 

Within the current context, several scales have 
been developed, translated, adapted, and/or 
validated to measure or identify situations in 
which it is possible to use them systematically and 
effectively4. In that logic, diverse investigations 
exist focused on specific groups of patients 
with determined characteristics. Among the 
best known and most used scales, there are: the 
Braden5 and Norton6 Scale to predict the risk of 
pressure ulcers; the Morse7 Scale to assess the 
risk of falls; the Visual Analog Scale8 with valid 
approach to measure pain; the Glasgow Coma 
Scale9 evaluates the state of consciousness and 
its progress, among other scales, which still have 
not had enough diffusion.

In that perspective, whether it is a new scale, 
translated or validated, it makes multiple 
contributions in the different fields; thus, 
this editorial seeks to describe the principal 
contributions made by the scales, bearing in 
mind that knowing of them promotes teaching 
in academic environments, adds value to the 
work of researchers and encourages their use in 
clinical practice. 

Regarding the clinical practice, the development 
and/or validation of scales brings along the 
possibility of in-depth studies on an essential 
aspect in health care, like the relationship 
between the influence of technology and the 
care provided by health professionals2. One of 
the most-recurrent aspects in the bibliography 
falls on the excessive technification that exerts 
control over humans, leading them to rational 
automatism10. 

In this respect, some professionals see the 
application of scales as an additional task to 
perform during care, bringing with it an additional 
investment of time and workload. In all, this turns 
out to be a somewhat biased appreciation and far 
from a vision linked to improving standards of 
care for patients and institutions. 

Conversely, the contributions by the scales in the 
clinical environment are diverse. These help in 
the evaluation, stratify risk, guide in prioritizing 
interventions, and accompany the patient’s evo-
lution, among other uses; favoring the quality 
of care and optimization of time by health pro-
fessionals, which has positive repercussions in 
patient and institutional security. Nevertheless, 
these are general contributions; each of them is 
determined for groups of patients with specific 
characteristics.

Thereby, classification of patients through scales 
privileges care areas in psychobiological and 
psychosocial dimensions, helping health profes-
sionals to focus on their priority needs, which 
contributes to the elaboration of an effective care 
plan11. 
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In research, the construction and/or validation of 
scales as measurement instruments in the scien-
tific-academic environment has been increasing 
in recent times, demonstrating acceptability by 
students and professors, principally in relation to 
the benefits with the standardization of the meth-
odology used in their development. The afore-
mentioned permits measuring health phenomena 
and increasingly generalizes the clinical validity 
of these instruments as health care technologies, 
which represent in the contexts of practice the 
possibility of systematizing the task of nursing12.

Nonetheless, it should be highlighted that to be 
considered significant, the measurement scale 
must be valid and reliable, with validity being 
the degree to which an instrument truly measures 
the variable it seeks to measure and reliability 
involving the internal consistency of the items, 
inter- or intra-evaluator reproducibility, and the 
level of agreement among observers13. 

Several forms of validity exist for a scale, with 
predominance of face, content, construct, and 
criterion validation. Each of these methods eval-
uate different aspects of the instrument and must 
considered as part of a process14. However, some 
divergences still exist, especially in that refer-
ring to face validation, regarding the level of 
evidence. With respect to the determination of 
statistical tests, these parameters must be defined 
in keeping with the study objectives, researcher 
criteria, and experience15. 

Hence, to consider a scale valid, it requires rig-
orous methods in its construction, which permit 
validating its applicability and which enables 

systemic collection of data and quantitative eval-
uation of the phenomena in well-founded man-
ner, further permitting the feasibility of correlat-
ing its variables through statistical tests. 

Upon going through its distinct stages, a scale is 
deemed valid to be implemented in the practice, 
allowing transfer of knowledge and, thus, avoid-
ing the lag frequently found between theory and 
practice14. Nevertheless, it is generally found that 
many investigations do not overcome this stage. 

In reference to education, scales should be used 
as tools in the undergraduate and graduate ca-
reers as a way of encouraging students to delve 
into their knowledge and application, bearing in 
mind that they are low-cost technologies to mea-
sure different health phenomena. 

Thus, it is important to highlight the contribution 
of scales to different fields of action, given that – 
increasingly – professionals are using these tech-
nologies in health care16 to make nursing care 
more humane, technical, scientific, and sound17.  
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